
Note on Calorimeter Calibration for A1n/d2n

Background:
The structure and expected performance for both HMS and SHMS (simulation only) can be found in 
this article from 2012 (the two links are the same article). For the performance the most important is 
the peak width of the E/p spectrum (momentum-normalized total energy deposit in the calorimeter).
https://hallcweb.jlab.org/DocDB/0008/000809/001/NIMarticleOverview.pdf
https://arxiv.org/abs/1204.6413

Several defocused runs were taken with SHMS in December 2019 and its calorimeter calibrated by 
Burcu and Bill, see hclog https://logbooks.jlab.org/entry/3752641 (SHMS) and 
https://logbooks.jlab.org/entry/3752681 (HMS). Online replay for DIS 5-pass runs later showed less-
than-ideal E/p spectra but it’s not clear if the calibration needs changed or if the latest gain param file 
wasn’t copied over to the “pro” directory, where all online replay were carried out after the 
commissioning period.

Objectives:
Run Calorimeter calibration script for each of DIS kinematics and optimize the calibration when 
applicable. If different kinematics yield different calibration, then they should be used separately during
data cooking.

Procedure:

Step 1: Setting up the calibration

You need to have a few DIS runs already replayed in full. 

Then you first need to make sure the starting point (the input file for calibration) is the already 
calibrated params from the defocused run. 

Where is it? 
From Bill: You can find the calibration file from the defocused runs in (cdaq) 
/home/cdaq/polhe3/startup-fall-2019/hallc_replay/PARAM/SHMS/CAL/pcal_calib.param. This should 
be used as the input for the calibration.

These have also been committed to the ANL hallc_replay github: 
The calibration file for replays is here
https://eicweb.phy.anl.gov/jlab/hallc/exp/polhe3/hallc_replay/blob/master/PARAM/HMS/CAL/
hcal_calib.param

The HMS calibration input file is here:

https://hallcweb.jlab.org/DocDB/0008/000809/001/NIMarticleOverview.pdf
https://eicweb.phy.anl.gov/jlab/hallc/exp/polhe3/hallc_replay/blob/master/PARAM/HMS/CAL/hcal_calib.param
https://eicweb.phy.anl.gov/jlab/hallc/exp/polhe3/hallc_replay/blob/master/PARAM/HMS/CAL/hcal_calib.param
https://logbooks.jlab.org/entry/3752681
https://logbooks.jlab.org/entry/3752641
https://arxiv.org/abs/1204.6413


https://eicweb.phy.anl.gov/jlab/hallc/exp/polhe3/hallc_replay/blob/master/CALIBRATION/
hms_cal_calib/input.dat

The SHMS input and replay param are also committed to the same place.

Step 2: Run the calibration script

Run the calibration script on a DIS ROOTfile. This can take 20-30 minutes for a full-size run. At the 
end of the script it will produce 4 plots. The first plot is the pulseInt multiplied by the gains used in the 
input file. If you used the params from the defocused run calibrations, then this figure should look like a
decent and narrow Gaussian.  If it shows 2-3 peaks overlapping each other, then your input file is not a 
well-calibrated one and you should check that first. 

Step 3: Examine the output:

The script should print the number of hits per block, and the calibrated gain. Two screen shots are 
shown below. (You can see I didn’t use the correct input file. The green histogram looks awful). 

For our DIS runs, only part of the blocks were illuminated. The gain for blocks without hits (or with too
low # of hits) will be set to zero (see second screen shot).

https://eicweb.phy.anl.gov/jlab/hallc/exp/polhe3/hallc_replay/blob/master/CALIBRATION/hms_cal_calib/input.dat
https://eicweb.phy.anl.gov/jlab/hallc/exp/polhe3/hallc_replay/blob/master/CALIBRATION/hms_cal_calib/input.dat


And you will also see the calibrated histograms, see the next screen shot:

Here, the other 3 plots show the outcome after the calibration, and the Gaussian fit for the E/p spectrum
is printed on the screen. 

How do we know if the outcome is good enough? 
The easiest way is to get the sigma/mean of the fitted E/p peak and compare it to the expectation shown 
in the calorimeter article. If they are very close to the best dE/E value from previous experiments, or 
close to the simulation, then the calibration is good enough. 



And here is a plot from Bill on the SHMS calo resolution from a few recent experiments:

If the output is not good enough (E/p Gaussian fit’s sigma/mean too large), one could try a few 
things:
1) Chain a few DIS runs together to improve statistics;
2) This is a bit complicated, but we probably will do this anyway: We need to examine the # of hits for 
each block. If it’s high enough (I think >10? Burcu had this set at 5), then use the gain from the current 
calibration. If it’s low (<10), the current data do not have enough statistics and one should consider 
copying the gain from the defocused run’s calibration.  After this, one should use the combined gain file
as the input and see if the first histogram gives a better dE/E, and then iterate the process 1-2 times to 
see if each time gives a slightly narrower dE/E.

Step 4:  Generate A Final Gain File (Calo Param File) for Data Analysis (per 
Kinematics, if applicable)

Here, one should do both #2 in the previous paragraph, and to replace the “zero” gain in the DIS 
calibration output by the calibration results from defocused runs. This resulting “best” param file 
should be copied over to the replay directory.  Then, replay a couple of runs at full statistics at each 
kinematics (or pick one run each week), and plot the mean and sigma of P.cal.etracknorm after PID cuts
(the obvious cut is on NGC total amplitude, but there could be other cuts such as good track, etc) and 
see if you still get the best dE/E (should be very similar to the calibration output). If it’s not good 
enough, consider doing more iterations (see step 3 “If the output is not good enough...”). 

How do we know we are using the correct file when replaying (not calibrating)? 
From Bill: 



To find out what calibration was used in the replay I find it easiest to replay a run for 100 events and 
read the output at the beginning. It tells you all the files that are being loaded. For example you may see
a line like:
> Opening parameter file: [1] PARAM/SHMS/CAL/pcal_calib.param
so it is using pcal_calib.param.

From Burcu:
If you would like to see which parameter files are used while you're replaying a run you can see it on 
DBASE/SHMS(HMS or COIN)/general.param.  This general.param file is pointed out in the 
DBASE/SHMS(HMS or COIN)/standard.database file where indeed you can point out different
general.param files for different run numbers so you should first look at the standard.database file to see
for which run number intervals which general.param files are used and then you can check those 
general.param
files to see which calibration param files are used. All these only matter when you relay a run but for the
calibration.

Step 5:  Further Improvements and Additional Notes

From Burcu: 
In my opinion the main problem with the calorimeter calibration is that the calibration code does not 
use the previous calibration information (aka the calibration param file that you obtained previously). 
For example, you calibrated it using a run and block 10 had enough hits and it was calibrated so it had a
nonzero calibration constant. Next time when you calibrate it with a different run if the same block 
doesn't have enough hits it just doesn't calibrate it and assign zero calibration constant. Overall, the 
current calibration code doesn't do the iterations for you because each time its starting point is the same
(input file) but it can be done manually. The code needs to be updated and actually I believe the line 
that was giving you errors was left over while Whit was explaining me how to change the calibration 
code in a way that it uses the previous calibration information.

I think in practice we don't expect the calorimeter calibration to change with momentum but this 
doesn't seem the reality. We don't have a global calibration constants to be used for every experiment 
yet! In fact, for this reason for j/psi experiment we took 2 calibration runs at different momentum: one 
is for the low momentum settings and the other one is for high momentum setting. Even though the 
calibration run and production data momenta are really close to each other I can't say it works wonders.
I know other experiments use their own production data to calibrate the calorimeter for each kinematic 
setting separately and I think for now this is way to go.

From Bill: 
There is also a newer calibration code that I will add to the hallc_replay this week. It features extra 
diagnostic plots to help determine the cuts you put in the input file.  In the meantime you can find it on 
cdaq at
~/wmhenry/f2-emc/CALIBRATION/ if you want to try it.
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